Abstract. We show that if H is a finite group with a unique minimal normal subgroup N , which is not abelian, then the number of conjugacy classes of complements of N in H is strictly smaller than jN j.
Let G be a finite group and let K be a field. As one of the first applications of the classification of finite simple groups, Aschbacher and Guralnick [2] proved that if V is a faithful irreducible KG-module, then dim K H 1 .G; V / < dim K V . Clearly this result can be equivalently stated as follows: let H be a finite monolithic group, i.e. a group with a unique minimal normal subgroup N D soc H ; if N is abelian, then the number of conjugacy classes of complements of N is H is strictly smaller than jN j. One can ask whether the same result remains true without assuming that N D soc H is abelian; in other words the question is whether an analog of the theorem of Aschbacher and Guralnick holds in the non abelian context.
A first positive but partial answer has been given in [14] , which considered the particular case when N D soc H is a simple group; in that paper, with a case by case analysis of the various possibilities, we proved that if the socle N of an almost simple group H is complemented, than there are less than jN j conjugacy classes of complements of N in H . So in order to complete the discussion of this problem the case remains to be discussed when H is a monolithic group whose socle N is the direct product S 1 S k of k isomorphic non abelian simple groups and k > 1. Under these hypotheses, a useful tool is a result proved independently by Gross and Kovács ([9] , Corollary 4.4) and by Aschbacher and Scott ([3] , Theorem 2): if K D S 2 S k , then there is a bijection between the conjugacy classes of complements of N in H and the conjugacy classes of complements of N=K in N H .K/=K. Using this result, it is not difficult to prove that there exists an absolute constant c Ä 4 such that the number of conjugacy classes of complements of N in H is smaller than jN j c (see, for example, [15] , Lemma 2.8). The bound c Ä 4 can be obtained without a heavy use of the classification of finite simple groups: the only information which is needed is that any subgroup of the outer automorphism group of a finite simple group can be generated by three elements. But to establish our result we have to prove c D 1 and this requires a more detailed analysis, especially in the case of groups of Lie type. This is the work which is performed in the present paper and which leads to the following ultimate result:
Theorem. Let H be a finite group with a unique minimal normal subgroup N , which is not abelian. Then the number of conjugacy classes of complements of N in H is strictly smaller than jN j.
In Section 1 we prove that counting the conjugacy classes of complements of N=K in N H .K/=K is equivalent to counting up to conjugacy certain homomorphisms from N H .K/=K to Aut.S/ and we give the general outline of the proof of the theorem. A short argument, depending on a result of P. Neumann, supplies the necessary bound when jOut.S/j Ä 2. This holds for sporadic and alternating groups Alt.n/ when n ¤ 6. So we are left with simple groups S of Lie type, which are treated with a caseby-case analysis based on the isomorphism type of S. This discussion depends on the structure of Out.S/, the most complicated cases being when Out.S/ has subgroups requiring 3 generators. The cases S D A n .q/, 2 A n .q/ and D l .q/ are those that require a more careful analysis and are discussed in Section 3, 4 and 5 respectively. The remaining groups of Lie type are discussed in Section 6. Section 2 contains some technical results on generators and centralizers.
Lemma 2. With the same notation as in Proposition 1 the following hold:
i) if T Ä X=S is normalized by y 2 X=S and '.T / is given, then there are at most jC S .'.T //j possible choices for '.y/;
ii) if '.y/ is subject to the further condition '.y/ 2 P for a fixed subgroup P Ä Aut.S/, then there are at most jC S .'.T // \ P j possible choices for '.y/.
Proof. For every x 2 T we have that '.x/ '.y/ D '.x y / D '.x/'.OEx; y/ 2 '.T / is given, so that if z 1 ; z 2 are two possible choices for '.y/, then z 1 z 
Lemma 3.
With the same notation as in Proposition 1, assume that X is k-generated. Then the number of conjugacy classes of complements of S in X is strictly smaller than jSj k .
Proof. We apply Proposition 1. The definition of H implies that if ' 2 H then '.a/ is determined modulo Inn.S/ for each a 2 X, so that there are at most jInn.S/j k D jSj k choices for '. The S-orbit of ' has length greater than 1 unless ' is trivial; it follows that the number of S -orbits of H is indeed strictly smaller than jSj k . Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 indicate that information on the structure and generators of x X D X=S, as well as on centralizers of subgroups of Aut.S/, will be crucial. We will come back to this point in the next section. For the moment, we recall a result of P. Neumann whose proof can be found in [4] .
Let x be a real number; the notation bxc indicates the greatest integer less or equal to x. Lemma 4. Let G Ä Sym.k/ be a permutation group of degree k. Then G can be generated by at most k 2˘e lements if k ¤ 3, and at most 2 elements if k D 3.
When S D Alt.n/ with n ¤ 6 or S is a sporadic simple group, it is well known that jOut.S/j Ä 2 so that X Ä C 2 .C 2 o Sym.k 1// Ä Sym.2k/ and by Lemma 4 it is possible to choose a set X of generators of X=S of order k (here C 2 is the cyclic group of order 2). Then we apply Lemma 3 and we obtain that the number of conjugacy classes of complements of S in X is strictly smaller than jSj k D jN j. By [9, Corollary 4.4] or [3, Theorem 2] this concludes the proof.
As Alt.6/ is isomorphic to PSL.2; 9/ we may now assume that S is a finite simple group of Lie type over a field GF.p m / of order p m , for some prime p. We will follow the definitions and notation of the book [8] , unless otherwise stated. So S will be a group of the form S D † l .q/ where l is the Lie rank of S and q D p m , for some prime p. Also, denotes the Frobenius map.
The structure of Aut.S/ and Out.S/ is well known and is described e.g. in [8, Theorem 2.5.12].
Generators and centralizers
We present here some results on generators. We denote with d.G/ the minimum number of generators of the (finite) group G.
Lemma 5. Let p be a prime, and P a Sylow
, p ¤ 2 and G Ä Sym.k/ has an abelian factor group of order p t , then G is an elementary abelian p-group of rank t.
Proof. This is a simple consequence of Theorem and Corollary in [12] . Proof. The group G has a factor group G=N such that d.G=N / D d.G/, its socle M=N is the direct product of G-equivalent chief factors of G, and C G .M=N / Ä M (see for example [6, Corollary 15] ). If M=N is abelian, then there exist an irreducible G-module A and an integer t such that M=N is G-isomorphic to A t ; the relation between d.G/, t and the structure of A as a G-module can be deduced from a formula due to Gaschütz, as explained for example in [5] ; in particular (as follows from Lemma 1.5 in [13] product of ı G-equivalent non-Frattini chief factors of G, and C G .M=N / Ä M . Since A centralizes every chief factor of G, we have
Lemma 8 ([10] , Proposition 3.6). If P is a Sylow subgroup of a non abelian simple group S, then jP j 2 < jSj.
Most of the relevant information on centralizers in S of subgroups of Aut.S/, where S is a simple group, is well known and can be found e.g. in [8] or [11] . We present here a few special results that we could not find in the literature.
If r is a prime and x is an integer, x r will indicate the biggest power of r dividing x. Proof. The structure of C PGL.n;q/ .a/ is described in [8, Theorem 4.2.2] , and then the result follows by comparing orders. i;j 1 is a basis of W j . We do the same for the other cycles of and with respect to this basis B is a block diagonal matrix in which every block corresponds to a cycle of and is of the form I : : : : : :
for i 1 and also
So, once is fixed, the choices for M 1 are at most jGL.h; p e 1 m 2 /j, by the LangSteinberg Theorem applied to GL.h; x F /, and then all the matrices M i are determined. . Moreover, as r is an odd prime which divides q 1, we have that r Ä q 1 2 C 1. In this case, the inequality rjGL. Proof. Let x F be the algebraic closure of the field F with q elements and let G D SL.n; x F /, x G D PSL.n; x F /. We want to study
Assume that r is divisible by an odd prime. Then replacing 2m r a with a suitable power we may assume that r D 2s C 1 is an odd prime, so that by the Lang-Steinberg theorem m . and its centralizer in x G is isomorphic to PGU.n; q 2 r /, so it has order at most jPGU.n; q 2 3 /j < .djS j/ 
so that conjugating by x we may assume that a D 1.
. y/, where y 2 PGL.n; q 2 r / and . y/ 2 has order 2 s . We now study the structure of C PGL.n;q . y/, with the aim of bounding its order.
, then y is a graph automorphism of PGL.n; q 2 r /, its centralizer is well known and its order satisfies the required inequalities. So we assume that q is odd and 2 s > 1. Let Y be a preimage of y in GL.n; q . Y / can be studied with the methods of [16] . We note that the asymmetry associated to the given bilinear form 
is the direct sum of orthogonal B-invariant, non isomorphic subspaces. It follows that our isometry group is the direct product of the isometry groups of the factors; upon conjugation by an element of GL.n; q 2 r / we may assume that B is in block-diagonal form, with blocks z B f according to the decomposition V D˚f z V f ; then also Y has a similar form, with blocks z Y f . We now have a number of possibilities to discuss.
; q 4 r /, on which z Y f acts as an automorphism of order 2 that is not inner-diagonal. To see this, we note that z B f is diagonalizable in GL.n; x F /, so if is an eigenvalue of z
Finally, in the remaining cases f and f are not associate, n f is even and z Y f induces an automorphism of order 2 on GL.
so that the centralizer of z Y f is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL. . y/j and on the order of a Sylow 2-subgroup can be deduced from these observations and some easy calculations.
The special linear groups
Throughout this section we will have S D PSL.n; q/, where q D p m for some prime p. If n 3 we have that Out.S/ D OutDiag.S/hInn.S/ ; Inn.S/ i, where is the Frobenius automorphism and is the automorphism induced on S by the "inverse-transpose" automorphism of GL.n; q/: .a i j / D .a j i / 1 , while if n D 2 then Out.S/ D OutDiag.S/hInn.S/ i. Moreover, OutDiag.S/ is cyclic of order d D .n; q 1/, jh ij D m, jh ij D 2 and OE ; D 1.
We will need the following technical results: Proof. By induction on s. If s D 1 we have that G D P 1 is contained in a Sylow p 1 -subgroup Q 1 of GL.n; F /. If n were not a power of p 1 then Q 1 would be reducible (cfr. [18] , Theorem 25.2) and so would P 1 , contradicting our hypotheses.
Let now s > 1, and write G D H P where
.V / and V may be regarded as a T -vector space. Moreover P Ä M . The maximal fp 1 ; : : : ; p s 1 g-subgroup S of the multiplicative group T of the field T commutes with H and P ; replacing G with hG; Si, we may assume that S Ä H . As OET W F is a fp 1 ; : : : ; p s 1 g-number the F -algebra generated by S is T , and so
A is a T -space of dimension t , with a T -base˛1; : : : ;˛t such that˛1
and moreover M Š GL T .A/. In particular M contains a Sylow p s -subgroup Q of GL T .A/ such that P Ä Q. By replacing G with hG; Qi, we may assume that P D Q. Now V , considered as a T .HM /-module, is isomorphic to V 1˝T A; if v 1 ; : : : ; v r is a T -base of V 1 , then fv i˛j g is a T -base of V and the action of HM is given by
As jT j D q u and u is a fp 1 ; : : : ; p s 1 g-number, for every k > 0 the p s -part of q uk 1 equals the p s -part of q k 1, and so a Sylow p s -subgroup of GL.t; F / is also a Sylow p s -subgroup of GL.t; T /. It follows that there exists a T -baseˇ1; : : : ;ˇt of A such that the elements of P are matrices with entries in F . Moreover the set fv iˇj g is a T -base of V . Once we fix an F -base c 1 ; : : : ; c u of T , the set fc k v i g is an F -base of V 1 . Moreover the set fc k v iˇj g is linearly independent over F and has
Finally, let B D P Fˇj : we have that B is an F -space and an absolutely irreducible FP -module and it turns out that V is isomorphic to V 1˝F B as an F .H P /-module.
Lemma 14.
Let F be a field of order q and G Ä GL.n; F / be a nilpotent group such that the primes dividing jGj divide also q 1. Then jGj Ä 2 Proof. If q D 3 then G is contained in a Sylow 2-subgroup of GL.n; 3/ which has order at most 2 5n 2
1 . So we may assume that q ¤ 3. G is completely reducible by Maschke's theorem, so let us first assume that G is irreducible. By Proposition 13 n D p
so that jGj Ä .q 2 1/ n 2 2 n 1 . But in fact if q is not a Mersenne prime or if n > 2 we have jGj Ä .q 1/ n 2 n 1 . This is clear if q is not a Mersenne prime. If q is a Mersenne prime, it follows from the inequality .2.q C 1// n 2 Ä 2.q 1/ n 1 that holds for q 7, n 4. Now assume that n is not a prime power. If n is odd or q Á 1 .mod 4/ then
If n is even and q Á 
.jq 1j
In all these cases jGj Ä .q 1/ n 2 n 1 . Now assume that V is not irreducible, so that V D V 1˚ ˚V t where t > 1, dim V j D n j and the V j 's are irreducible G-spaces. We have that G Ä Q G j where G j is the restriction of G to V j and jG j j Ä .q 1/ n j 2 n j 1 , unless n j D 2, q is a Mersenne prime and jG j j D 2.q 2 1/. If q is not a Mersenne prime or if n j ¤ 2 for all j then jGj Ä .q 1/ n 2 n 1 . Now assume that q is a Mersenne prime and that the number of 2-dimensional subspaces occurring in the decomposition of V in irreducible subspaces is h 1, so that jGj Ä 2 h .q
and we get the same conclusion.
Lemma 15.
If F is a field of order q and G Ä GL.n; F / is maximal with respect to the conditions that G is nilpotent and the primes dividing jGj divide also q 1, then j.GF =F / \ PSL.n; q/j D ˝Q s , r D p j for some j and every Sylow r-subgroup of GL.p r j j ; q/ contains an element y r such that det.y r / D r , so that x r D I 1˝ ˝y r˝ ˝I s 2 G has the desired property (here I i is the identity matrix of GL.p
Lemma 16.
There are at most .n/ PSL.n; q/-conjugacy classes of subgroups x G Ä PGL.n; F / which are maximal with respect to the conditions that x G is nilpotent and the primes dividing j x Gj divide also q 1, where .n/ is the number of partitions of n.
Proof. The preimage G of x G in GL.n; q/ is completely reducible by Maschke's theorem. Once we know the dimensions m i of the G-irreducible subspaces V i such that V D V 1˚ ˚V t (there are at most .n/ possibilities), by Proposition 13 G is completely determined up to GL.n; q/-conjugacy. By the proof of Lemma 15 we have that if r is a prime, r j jq 1, then G contains an element x r such that det.x r / generates the Sylow r-subgroup F r of F , so G is actually unique up to SL.n; q/-conjugacy. The result then follows easily.
Lemma 17.
We have that jPSL.n; q/j q Proof. By direct calculation. 
Proof of the theorem when
Case 1: x X \ˆD D 1. In this case x X ,! C 2 o Sym.k/ is k-generated by Lemma 4, so we conclude by Lemma 3.
In this case x
X \B is isomorphic to a subgroup of B=D Šˆ , which is abelian, and x X is isomorphic to a subgroup of .h i h i/ o Sym.k/. We recall that x X Ä .Out.S 1 / Out.S k // Ì Sym.k 1/, so that every element of x X \ˆD is a k-tuple of elements of Out.S/. Let Inn.S/ t a 2 Out.S/ such that t < m, a 2 InnDiag.S/ and Inn.S/ t a is of maximal order among the entries of this form of the elements of x X \ˆD. As H acts transitively on the components of N , we may assume that Inn.S/ t a is the first entry of some more elements to obtain a generating set X of x X . Let us now count the choices for '.z 1 /, up to Sconjugacy. If t as 1 ; t as 2 are two such choices, by the argument above j t as 1 j D j t as 2 j D j t j, so by [14, Proposition 1.1] they are PGL.n; q/-conjugate, and as we are counting S -orbits the choices are at most jPGL.n; q/ W Sj D d . As OEz j ; z 1 D 1 for every j D 2; : : : ; 2k by Lemma 2 with T D hz 1 i we have that the choices for each '.z j / are at most jC S .'.z 1 //j Ä .d jSj/ 1 j t j . Again, all the remaining elements x 2 X normalize x X \ B so by Lemma 9 with T D x X \ B the choices for '.x/ are at most jC S .'.
Assume now that j t j D 3. Then x X \ B is k-generated and as z 1 is fixed we may assume that jZj D k C 1 and arguing as above we obtain that the number of conjugacy classes of complements of N in H is at most d.d jSj/ 
Assume now that j t j D 2. Then x X \ B is a 2-group, so that '.Z/ will be contained in a Sylow 2-subgroup P of Inn.S/Ã. x X \ B/, which is unique up to S -conjugacy. The choices for '.z 1 / are at most jP \Sj < jSj 1 2 . We now use Lemma 2 and we have that the choices for the remaining '.z i /'s are at most jC S .
t / \ P j.
We may also assume that n > 2, as otherwise x X \ B is elementary abelian of rank k and we argue as in case 1. So d Ä jS j 1 7 and jC S .
< jSj k for k 2 and this concludes the proof for this case.
k/ is k-generated and we conclude as in case 1.
Let Z be a set of k generators of x X \ D. As x X \ D is abelian, '.Z/ is contained in a maximal nilpotent subgroup x G of PGL.n; q/ (here we identify PGL.n; q/ with Ã.PGL.n; q//). As the primes dividing j x X \Dj are also divisors of q 1 by Lemma 16 there are at most .n/ choices for x G, up to PSL.n; q/-conjugacy. The preimage G of x G in GL.n; q/ is a nilpotent subgroup of GL.n; q/ satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 15 so by Lemmas 14 and 15 it follows that j x G \ Sj Ä .q 1/ n 1 2 n 1 .
Thus there are at most .n/.q 1/ k.n 1/ 2 k.n 1/ choices for '.Z/.
Moreover, as '.Z/ contains a non trivial diagonal automorphism of S and n 3, by Lemma 10 we have that jC S .'.Z//j Ä q 1 .q n 1/q n 1 jSj. By Lemma 4 we need to add to Z at most .q n 1/q n 1 jSj
X \ D has exponent dividing d and is generated by a set Z of order at most k; as
k/ is k-generated, we may assume that a generating set for x X is of the form Z [ fx 1 ; : : : ; x k g. Assume that x X \ D is an r-group for some prime r. Then '.Z/ will be contained in a Sylow r-subgroup P of Inn.S /Ã. x X \D/, which is unique up to Inn.S/-conjugacy. By Lemma 2 ii) the choices for '.Z/ are at most jP \ Sj k Ä 1 d
.q 1/ n 1 2 n 1 k if q ¤ 3 and n ¤ 2 and at most 2 . Assume now that there are at least two different primes dividing j x X \ Dj. Then d 6, n 6, q 7. We have that '.Z/ is contained in a maximal nilpotent subgroup x G of PGL.n; q/ and by Lemma 16 there are at most .n/ choices for x G, up to PSL.n; q/-conjugacy. Also, by Lemmas 14 and 15 it follows that j x G \ S j Ä .q 1/ n 1 2 n 1 .
Again, by Lemma 2 with T D x X \ B and by Lemma 10 the choices for each '.x i / are at most jC S .'.Z//j Ä q 1 .q n 1/q n 1 jSj if n 3 and at most q C 1 if n D 2.
In all these cases an easy calculation shows that the number of conjugacy classes of complements of N in H is smaller than jS j k , as required.
Let Z be a generating set of x X \ D of order at most k; we may also assume that 1 ¤ Ã.z 1 / 2 InnDiag.S/ for some z 1 2 Z.
As before, we recall that X=S Ä .Out.S 1 / Out.S k // Ì Sym.k 1/, so that every element of x X \ˆD is a k-tuple of elements of Out.S/ of the form S s x, with x 2 InnDiag.S/. Let Inn.S/ t a, with a 2 InnDiag.S/, be an entry of an element of x X \ˆD such that j t j is maximal. As H acts transitively on the components of N , we may assume that Inn.S/ t a is precisely the first entry of some y 1 2 x X \ˆD. There are suitable elements y 2 ; : : : ; y k 2 x X such that the set Y D fy 1 ; : : : ; y k g generates x X \ˆD modulo x X \D, and then as x X= x X \ˆD ,! C 2 .C 2 oSym.k 1// is k-generated, a generating set of x X will be of the form X D Z [ Y [ fx 1 ; : : : :x k g, where x 1 generates . x X= x X \ˆD/ \ C 2 (i.e. the intersection with the first component of the direct product).
Assume that j t j 4. Given '. x X \ D/, by Lemma 2 with T D x X \ B and by Lemma 10 the choices for '.y 1 / are at most jC S .'.Z//j Ä q 1 .q n 1/q n 1 jSj. Then again by Lemma 2 the choices for the images of the remaining elements of X are at most jC S .'.y 1 //j; as '.y 1 / D t ax for some x 2 S, by Lemma 9 jC S .'.y 1 //j Ä .d jSj/ 
Here " D 1 if there are at least two different primes dividing j x X \ Dj and " D 0 if x X \ D is an r-group for some prime r. The expression in .?/ is strictly less than jSj k . This is easily checked if n D 2. If n > 2 to reach the conclusion we use the inequality q n.2n 1/ 2 Ä jSj from Lemma 17 and, if " D 1, the information that d 6, n 6, q 2 4 , .n/ Ä 2 n 1 . If j t j D 3 then by Lemma 6 x X= x X \ D ,! C 6 o Sym.k/ is k-generated and we argue as in case 4.
So from now on we will assume that j t j D 2 and that x X \ B > x X \ˆD, as otherwise x X= x X \ D ,! C 2 o Sym.k/ and we could argue as in case 4. In particular n > 2.
First we assume that x X \ D is not a 2-group. As x X \ B is supersolvable, x X \ D contains a cyclic subgroup ha 1 i of order an odd prime r which is normal in x X \ B, and we may also assume that Ã.a 1 / 6 2 Inn.S/ and that a 1 2 hz 1 i, where z 1 2 Z. Also,
where L is a Sylow 2-subgroup of x X \B, and we may also assume that Y [ fx 1 g Â L and that Ã.y 1 / 2 m 15 and 16 the choices for '. x X \ B/ are at most .n/ " .q 1/ n 1 2 n 1 =d k , where " is as in .?/. Again, we have that '.L/ Ä P , where P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Ã.L/ Inn.S/. The choices for P are at most jÃ.L/ Inn.S/=P j D jSj=jS \ P j and the choices for '.y 1 / are at most jP \ C S .'.a 1 //j Ä jS \ P j. Now we can apply Lemma 11, and we note that j GL.n 1; q . First assume that k 4 and q ¤ 4, so that 2 Ä q 1 4 -the missing cases will be dealt with using ad hoc arguments. We obtain that the number of conjugacy classes of complements of N in H is at most
.q 1/ 
as d .q 1/ n 1 < jSj 1 4 for n 6. If k D 3 we assume that L is a Sylow 2-subgroup of x X and that x 1 2 L, so the number of choices for '. x X/ is at most that of the case k D 2 multiplied by
If q D 4 then 3 < jSj 1 9 and the choices for each generator of '. x X \ B/ are at most the order of a Sylow 3-subgroup P of PSL.n; 4/, which is at most 3 3 2 .n 1/ , and the result follows in the same way (for k D 2 it is also necessary to take into account that jP j D 9 when n D 3).)
Now assume that x X \ D is a 2-group. Then x X \ B is a 2-group so that '. x X \ B/ Ä P , where P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Ã. x X \ B/ Inn.S/, which is unique up to Inn.S/-conjugacy. Moreover, as x X= x X \ˆD ,! C 2 .C 2 o Sym.k//, we may assume that x 1 ; : : : ; x d 2 (see also Lemma 9) . So the number of conjugacy classes 
The unitary groups
Throughout this section we will have S D PSU.n; q 2 /, where q D p m for some prime p and n 3 (n D 2 is covered by the previous section). Then Out.S/ D OutDiag.S/hInn.S/ i, where is the Frobenius automorphism. Furthermore, OutDiag.S/ is cyclic of order d D .n; q C 1/ and jh ij D 2m. As usual, we have that -generated and the conclusion follows from Lemma 3.
If
X is isomorphic to a subgroup of h i o Sym.k/. If the exponent of x X \ B is 2, then x X is k-generated and again Lemma 3 applies. So we can assume that the exponent of x X \ B is at least 3. We choose -as in case 2 of the proof for PSL -an element z 1 2 x X \ B with the property that the order of its first coordinate is maximum among the orders of coordinates of elements of x X \ B. We then choose z 2 ; : : : ; z k so that hz 1 ; z 2 ; : : : ; z k i D x X \ B and w 1 ; : : : ; wk 2 such that w 1 . x X \ B/; : : : ; wk
A homomorphism ' as in Proposition 1 is determined by the images of z 1 (certainly less than jSj possible choices), of z 2 ; : : : ; z k which by Lemma 2 are determined modulo C S .'.z 1 //, and of w 1 ; : : : ; wk 2 that are also determined modulo C S .'.z 1 //. By Lemma 12 So assume that x X \ D ¤ 1. We want to estimate the number of S-classes of homomorphisms ' as described in Proposition 1; we first discuss their restriction to x X \ D that is abelian of exponent dividing d and generated by some set Y of at most k elements. If the order of x X \ D is a prime power, then '. x X \ D/ will be contained in a Sylow subgroup R of Aut.S/ and the image of any y 2 Y is determined modulo R \ S : at most jR \ Sj k possibilities. Lemma 8 gives the bound jR\Sj < jS j 1 2 , and better estimates are available for some specific cases that we need consider. In the general case '. x X \ D/ will be contained in a nilpotent subgroup x N of PGU.n; q 2 / of order coprime to p. From [19, Lemma 2.4] it follows easily that x N Ä N PGU.n;q 2 / . x T / for some maximal torus x T of PGU.n; q 2 /. The number of S-conjugacy classes of maximal tori of PGU.n; q 2 / is .n/, so we have at most .n/ choices for x N , up to S -conjugation, and then the choices for '.y/ for every y 2 Y are at most j x N \ Sj Ä nŠ
. This is enough to conclude in the case x X \ B D x X \ D. Namely, choose a set W of minimum cardinality s generating x X modulo x X \ B; as x X=. x X \ B/ is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sym.k 1/, s Ä b
The image of any w 2 W will be determined modulo the centralizer in S of a non trivial diagonal automorphism, whose order is at most jSjd q n 1 .q n 1/ . It follows that the number of S-classes of ''s is smaller than jSj k 2 jSjd q n 1 .q n 1/ Á k 2 < jSj k if x X \ D has prime power order; and that
otherwise. Since now n > 4 this last number is < jSj k . Let us now assume that 1 ¤ x X \ D < x X \ B. Let z 1 ; : : : ; z k be generators of x X \ B modulo x X \ D, where z 1 has been chosen such that z 1 . x X \ D/ has maximum order in . x X \ B/=. x X \ D/, and that this is the order of its first coordinate. For the moment we will also assume that the exponent of . x X \ B/=. x X \ D/ is at least 3 (so that q is not a prime), and that n 6. If ' is already defined on x X \ D, then '.z 1 / is determined modulo the centralizer in S of a non trivial diagonal automorphism, whose order is at most jSjd q n 1 .q n 1/ . And then the images of z 2 ; : : : ; z k , as well as the images of the generators in W as described above, will be determined modulo C S .'.z 1 //. As '.z 1 / D t a for some a 2 InnDiag.S/ and j t j > 2, we know from Lemma 12 that jC S .'.z 1 //j < .djSj/ 1 3 . It follows that the number of S-classes of ''s is smaller than
c if k ¤ 4 and s Ä 2 if k D 4, and .q C 1/ n 1 nŠ < jSj 1 3 when n 6 and q 4, this number is smaller than jSj k . Assume now that the exponent of . x X \B/=. x X \D/ is 2 and that n 6 and q 5. Suppose that ' is already defined on x X \ D. Supersolvability of x X \ B implies that some non identity cyclic subgroup hui of x X \ D is normal in x X \ B and we may also assume that the first coordinate of u is non trivial. We choose generators z 1 ; : : : ; z k of x X \ B modulo x X \ D in some Sylow 2-subgroup of x X \ B, and we may assume that the first coordinate of z 1 has the form Inn.S/˛where˛D m a, a 2 InnDiag.S/, while the first coordinates of z 2 ; : : : ; z k are in OutDiag.S/. The images of z 1 ; : : : ; z k will lie in a Sylow 2-subgroup P of the normalizer in h˛; InnDiag.S/i of h'.u/i; such Sylow subgroups are all conjugate under C InnDiag S .'.u//, so their number is at most d jC S .'.u//j=jC S .'.u//j 2 . Then the image '.z 1 / is determined modulo P \ C Inn S .'.u//, while '.z 2 /; : : : ; '.z k / are determined modulo P \ C Inn S .'.z 1 //, and finally the images of generators in W as described above, will be determined modulo C S .'.z 1 //. From Lemma 12 we obtain the bounds jC S .'.z 1 //j Ä .d jS j/ It follows that the number of S -classes of ''s is smaller than
c if k ¤ 4, and .q C 1/ n 1 nŠ < jS j 29 100 when n 6 and q 5, this number is smaller than jSj
A small modification of the argument allows to reach the same conclusion also in the two remaining cases: we need one generator w 1 (respectively, two generators w 1 , w 2 ) for x X= x X \ B which is isomorphic to Sym.2/ (respectively, Sym.3/), but the difficulty is overcome by choosing z 1 ; : : : ; z k ; w 1 to lie in the same Sylow 2-subgroup of h x X \ B; w 1 i. At this point we are left with a list of small cases in which the 'generic' argument breaks down: n < 6 when x X \ D ¤ 1 and the exponent of . x X \ B/=. x X \ D/ is greater than 2; n < 6 or q < 5 when x X \D ¤ 1 and the exponent of . x X \B/=. x X \D/ is 2. The additional arguments required to deal with these cases are sketched below.
When n is one of 3, 4, 5, x X \ D ¤ 1 and the exponent of . x X \ B/=. x X \ D/ is greater than 2 we have that x X \ D is a 3-group (a 2-group, a 5-group, respectively), so that '. x X \ D/ is contained in a Sylow subgroup R (for the relevant prime) of Aut S and there are at most jR \ S j k possible choices . The conclusion follows, since the orders of these Sylow subgroups are strictly smaller than jSj . If n D 4 or q D 3 then x X \ B is a 2k-generated 2-group and '. x X \ B/ is contained in a Sylow 2-subgroup R of Aut S, so that its contribution is at most jR \ Sj 2k < jSj more generators, whose images are determined modulo C S .'.z 1 // that has order at most jSj X is either k-generated or k C 1-generated with k generators mapping into a Sylow 3-subgroup whose order is strictly smaller than jS j Sym.3/ o Sym.k/, is k C 1-generated. We choose generators for x X: f i 's as above, k 1 more elements in ‰D, k C 1 more to generate x X modulo x X \ ‰D. The image of f 1 is given; we choose a Sylow 2-subgroup T of C S .˛/ (among Ä jC S .˛/ W T j possibilities); f 2 ; : : : ; f k will be mapped into T , the images of the remaining k 1 generators from ‰D are determined modulo T ; and finally, we have to choose images for k C 1 more generators, that are determined modulo C S .˛/. If q is odd, we check that jT j Ä jSj If q is even, by Lemmas 8 and 9 we have a weaker bound, jT j Ä jSj . The generators in x X \ D will be mapped into a Sylow 2-subgroup P of InnDiag.S/, which is uniquely determined up to conjugacy by inner automorphisms of S. Once P is fixed, the image of each generator in x X \ B can be chosen in at most jP \ Sj different ways. Let e be the exponent of x X \ B= x X \ D. We can choose y 1 with the property that jy 1 . x X \ D/j D e, and that e is also the order of its first coordinate. The imagę of y 1 is an automorphism of S of order e modulo InnDiag.S/. The images of 
